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(b) We may pursue forfeiture without
first making demands for performance
against any co-lessee or holder of an
interest in your ROW or RUE, or other
person approved to perform obligations
under your lease or grant.
§ 285.536 How will I be notified of a
call for forfeiture?
(a) The MMS will notify you and
your surety, including any provider of
financial assurance, in writing of the
call for forfeiture and provide the reasons for the forfeiture and the amount
to be forfeited. We will base the
amount upon an estimate of the total
cost of corrective action to bring your
lease or grant into compliance.
(b) We will advise you and your surety that you may avoid forfeiture if,
within 10 business days:
(1) You agree to and demonstrate in
writing to MMS that you will bring
your lease or grant into compliance
within the timeframe we prescribe, and
you do so; or
(2) Your surety agrees to and demonstrates that it will bring your lease
or grant into compliance within the
timeframe we prescribe, even if the
cost of compliance exceeds the face
amount of the bond.
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§ 285.537 How will MMS proceed once
my bond or other security is forfeited?
(a) If MMS determines that your
bond or other security is forfeited, we
will collect the forfeited amount and
use the funds to bring your lease or
grant(s) into compliance and correct
any default.
(b) If the amount collected under
your bond or other security is insufficient to pay the full cost of corrective
action, MMS may take or direct action
to obtain full compliance and recover
all costs in excess of the forfeited bond
from you or any co-lessee or co-grantee.
(c) If the amount collected under
your bond or other security exceeds the
full cost of corrective action to bring
your lease or grant(s) into compliance,
we will return the excess funds to the
party from whom the excess was collected.

§§ 285.538–285.539

[Reserved]

REVENUE SHARING WITH STATES
§ 285.540 How will MMS equitably distribute revenues to States?
(a) The MMS will distribute among
the eligible coastal States 27 percent of
the following revenues derived from
qualified projects, where a qualified
project and qualified project area is determined in § 285.541 and an eligible
State is determined in § 285.542, with
each term defined in § 285.112. Revenues
subject to distribution to eligible
States include all bonuses, acquisition
fees, rentals, and operating fees derived
from the entire qualified project area
and associated project easements not
limited to revenues attributable to the
portion of the project area within 3
miles of the seaward boundary of a
coastal State. The revenues to be
shared do not include administrative
fees such as service fees and those assessed for civil penalties and forfeiture
of bond or other surety obligations.
(b) The project area is the area included within a single lease or grant.
For each qualified project, MMS will
determine and announce the project
area and its geographic center at the
time it grants or issues a lease, easement, or right-of-way on the OCS. If a
qualified project lease or grant’s
boundaries change significantly due to
actions pursuant to §§ 285.435 or 285.436,
MMS will re-evaluate the project area
to determine whether the geographic
center has changed. If it has, MMS will
re-determine State eligibility and
shares accordingly.
(c) To determine each eligible State’s
share of the 27 percent of the revenues
for a qualified project, MMS will use
the inverse distance formula, which apportions shares according to the relative proximity of the nearest point on
the coastline of each eligible State to
the geographic center of the qualified
project area. If Si is equal to the nearest distance from the geographic center
of the project area to the i = 1, 2, ... nth
eligible State’s coastline, then eligible
State i would be entitled to the fraction Fi of the 27-percent aggregate revenue share due to all the eligible
States according to the formula:
Fi = (1/Si) ÷ (S i=1 ... n (1/Si)).
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